Bayes occupancy
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Bayes occupancy

- Occupancy end August 2018? - (possibly phased)
- Robotics – ground floor and level 1
- Wolfson Wing level 1 extension – PGR desks and Design Informatics offices
- Bayes level 2 – EPCC
- Bayes level 3 – Grad School, CDTs, Commercialisation (inc Informatics Ventures)
- Bayes level 4 – Data Lab and commercial tenants
- Bayes level 5 – Mathematics and ICMS
- Semester 2 - 2018/19 – Design Informatics move into extended former ‘InSpace’ (ground floor – Wolfson Wing)
Informatics Forum
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Informatics Forum works

- All academic staff in (smaller) ‘type c’ offices for AY 2019/20
- Remaining ‘3for2’ conversions (east corridor L1 and L5)
- Other conversions on L2 and L3 (south corridors)
- IF2.33 reinstated as a meeting room with new A-V kit
- New additional A-V meeting rooms (2.02, 3.13, 4.13, 5.13)
- Acoustic ‘Skype’ meeting pods being investigated
- Retro-fit of sound proofing to some existing academic offices
- New carpet tiles on L1, L2 and L3
Appleton Tower
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Appleton Tower: Update and planned works
Convert existing 5 ‘flip desk’ tutorial rooms into updated desktop PC’s
Level 5 North Lab

Similar to the space on level 1 mezzanine AT
Level 5, 5.01 and South West Lab

South West lab to be same at North lab

5.01 to have nodal chairs and AV installed
Level 9 Study Suite

- DICE machines installed
- Artwork on North wall
- Students very satisfied

All staff cards access the space to go and have a look
Appleton Tower

• Level 9 now in use
  – UG4/5 independent study suite (PGT after Sem 2)
  – A-V meeting room (AT9.01)
• A-V installation in AT3.09 still to be done
• Summer 2018 works
  – Level 4 tutorial rooms – furniture renewal (and AT5.01)
  – Level 5 North Lab (AT5.04) – teaching studio reconfiguration (and possibly AT5.07)
  – Level 6 – new furniture installation (add centre aisle)
School Jamboree
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School Jamboree 2018

When? - Friday, 13th April from midday till late

Where? - Ground floor of the Informatics Forum: the Atrium, Cafe Area, G07, George Square Gardens

How do I attend? - Feel free to visit the stalls in the Atrium. For some of the other events, you will have to register.
School Jamboree 2018 – Programme (tbc)

• Silent disco
• Board games tables
• Bake competition
• Swing dance class provided by Informatics Swing Dancers
• Meet the alpacas (George Square Gardens) brought to you by Bowbridge Alpacas:
• Pub quiz with our quiz master, Neil Brown
• Ceilidh -music provided by the fantastic Science Ceilidh Band
School Jamboree 2018 – Calling for:

**Musicians:** we are trying to set up an Informatics band. Currently we have a fiddler and a drummer/bass player.

**Helpers:** we will need people to give us a hand with registrations, bake competition, crowd control for visiting alpacas and demos we'd like to present in the Atrium throughout the day

**Contact**
If you have any questions or are interested in helping us on the day, please get in touch with the Comms Team: infcomms@inf.ed.ac.uk